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Dear Delegate,
It gives me great pleasure to welcome you to the 14th International Conference on Competition 
and Ownership in Land Passenger Transport in Santiago, Chile. This conference is proudly 
hosted by Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile.
Since its inception this conference series has established itself as the premier international 
forum dedicated to the analysis and debate of competition and ownership issues in land 
passenger transport. It has attracted high quality participation and delivered a large portfolio 
of impressive material synthesising developments not only from developed nations but 
increasingly from developing nations.
I would like to express my gratitude for the generous support of our sponsors and for the 
efforts of the local organising and international steering committees. These have greatly 
helped in making this conference, what we hope will be, the most successful in the series 
so far. I have every confidence you will be stimulated by the activities and discussions at this 
influential forum over the next few days. I particularly look forward to learning of the outcomes 
of the workshops. Enjoy the culture and heritage of Santiago and the excellent company!

    Professor David Hensher, FASSA 
    Executive Chair and Co-founder of the Thredbo Series
    Director, Institute of Transport and Logistics Studies
    The University of Sydney Business School, Australia

Welcome

Dear Delegate, 
It is our privilege and honor to host the 14th Thredbo International Conference, which is 
jointly organized by the Department of Transport Engineering and Logistics of the Pontificia 
Universidad Católica de Chile, the Bus Rapid Transit Centre of Excellence and the Centro de 
Desarrollo Urbano Sustentable, CEDEUS.
This prestigious conference series has positioned itself as the most relevant to understand 
and improve the relation between urban transport regulatory agencies and public transport 
operators. Thredbo has served as a forum for the international community, integrating a mix 
of executives from public agencies and operating consulting companies with researchers 
and academics in a very unique discussion. The conference receives contributions from 
each of these groups and therefore participants will be exposed to academic developments, 
case studies and benchmark experiences.  
The event has captured the attention of researchers worldwide; we received over 180 contri-
butions from more than 30 countries on five continents. The recently formed Latin-American 
Association of Integrated Public Transport Systems and BRT, SIBRT, will run a meeting of 
their agencies in parallel to Thredbo, so we expect an interesting interaction between the 
members of these agencies and the more traditional Thredbo community. 
We expect a lively, exciting week. On behalf of the local organizing committee, I would like to 
thank the International Steering Committee for giving us the opportunity to host Thredbo 
and the organizations and sponsors whose financial contribution and support have made 
it possible for us to host the 14th Thredbo in Chile. 

    Juan Carlos Muñoz
    Chair of Thredbo 14
    Director of the Department of Transport Engineering and Logistics
    Director of the BRT Centre of Excellence
    Deputy Director, Principal Researcher,
    Center for Sustainable Urban Development (CEDEUS)
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Conference Program3
Dress code: Smart casual, no suits or ties are required, even for the social events.

Monday 31 August 2015 

Sunday 30 August 2015 

08.00 - 9:00
09.00

09.15

09.45

10.30
11.00

12.30

13.00
14:00
16:00
16:30
18:00

18:00 - 20:00

Collection of delegate packs
Welcome - Grand Ballroom
Chair: Patricia Galilea, Pontificia Universidad Catolica de Chile
Professor Juan Carlos de la Llera, Dean, School of Engineering, Pontificia Universidad 
Católica de Chile
Professor Juan Carlos Muñoz - Conference Chair
Director, Bus Rapid Transit Centre of Excellence and Director, Department of Transport 
Engineering and Logistics, Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile
Opening Address - Grand Ballroom
Andrés Gómez-Lobo, Minister of Transport and Telecommunications, Chile
Wider benefits of public transport: an evolving concept with evolving uses
Glen Weisbrod, President, Economic Development Research Group
Morning tea
Operator round table - Grand Ballroom
Chair: Professor Juan Carlos Muñoz, Director, Bus Rapid Transit Centre of Excellence and Director, 
Department of Transport Engineering and Logistics, Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile
Hector Moya, Director from Metbus and President of Association of Bus Operators in 
Santiago (ACTUS)
Jesus Padilla, President of CISA (BRT Operator in Ciudad de Mexico, Mexico) and President 
of AMTM (Mexican Association of Transport and Mobility)
Neil Smith, Director, Transit Systems
Workshop rules - Professor David Hensher
Details of the eight workshops can be viewed on the Workshops page
Lunch - Ritz Carlton Restaurant
Workshops sessions
Afternoon tea
Workshop sessions
Free evening

Conference opens with welcome cocktail reception at Tierra Noble Restaurant 
(delegates check in)
Tierra Noble - Reyes Lavalle 3310, Las Condes
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Tuesday 1 September 2015 

Wednesday 2 September 2015 

Thursday 3 September 2015 

8:00
10:00
10:30
12:30
13:30
15:30
16:00
18:00
18:30

20:00

8:00
10:00
10:30
12:30

13:30

15:30
19:00

8:30

9:30

10:00

10:30
11:00

11:30

12:00

12:30

13:00

Workshop sessions
Morning tea
Workshop sessions
Lunch
Workshop sessions
Afternoon tea
Workshop sessions
Close of workshop sessions
Cocktail reception hosted by Bus Rapid Transit Centre of Excellence 
at Maldito Chef Restaurant
International Steering Committee dinner (by invitation only)

Workshop sessions
Morning tea
Workshop sessions
Lunch
Michael Beesley Award meeting (by invitation only)
Free time for delegates
Preparation of workshop reports
Excursion to Santa Rita Vineyard (walk, wine tasting and vineyard museum) 
Conference dinner and Michael Beesley Award at vineyard

Chair: Julio Briones
Dr Michèle Dix CBE, Managing Director of Crossrail 2, Transport for London, UK
Workshop 1 report
Innovations in service delivery and performance management
Workshop 2 report
Effective institutional relationships, regulatory frameworks and contract transition strategies
Morning tea
Workshop 3 report
Sustainable funding sources, and related cost/benefit measurements, for public transport
Workshop 4 report
Developing inter-modal transport systems
Workshop 5 report
Harnessing big data
Workshop 6 report
Reassessing public operations
Lunch
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14:00

15:00

15:30

16:00
16:30

18:15

18:30

Roundtable: Including all stakeholders: The “Other” Voices we need to achieve  
more sustainable transport.
Successful transportation systems require cooperation, communication, and coordination 
between multiple stakeholders, but two key groups are often left out of the discussions: 
riders and workers. Transit operators (whether public or private) are not the same as their 
frontline employees and public authorities do not have the same perspective or interests 
as riders and civil society. The representatives of workers and rider organizations on this 
panel will discuss their role in the transition to formalized urban bus transport with a focus 
on our host city Santiago.
Chair: Dr Lake Sagaris, Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile and Ciudad Viva
Panel: Miguel Matus, President Fenamet Union Federation
Enrique Montalva, Vice-president of the Civil Society Council La Florida municipality  
of Metropolitan Santiago
Dr Laurel Paget-Seekins, Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority
Workshop 7 report
Market initiative: regulatory design, implementation and performance
Workshop 8 report
The wider economic, social and environmental impacts of public transport investment
Afternoon tea
Presentation of top four workshop papers, including paper of  Michael Beesley 
Award recipient
Chair: Professor David Hensher
Closing speeches
Professor Juan Carlos Muñoz - Conference Chair
Director, Bus Rapid Transit Centre of Excellence and Director, Department of Transport 
Engineering and Logistics, Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile
Professor David Hensher - International Conference Series Chair
Director, Institute of Transport and Logistics Studies, The University of Sydney, Australia
Conference closes

Friday 4 September 2015 

8:30 - 13:30 Technical Tour  - Departure from Ritz Carlton Hotel
On Friday morning, previously registered delegates have the opportunity to learn about 
Transantiago by visiting three centres that help in the operation of Santiago’s transpor-
tation system:
•	 Traffic Management Centre (UOCT), in charge of controlling the traffic lights of 2,600 

junctions in Santiago.
•	 Bus Monitoring Centre, responsible for tracking the operation of 6,300 buses.
•	 Metro Monitoring Centre, in charge of supervising 140 metro trains circulating 

Santiago every day.

During the visit, delegates will travel on Transantiago’s buses and Metro and visit some 
important terminals of the public transport system.
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Venue Plans

mezzanine LeVeL (+2)

WOrKSHOP 1 – baLLrOOm i
WOrKSHOP 2 – baLLrOOm ii
WOrKSHOP 3 – ritz carLtOn b
WOrKSHOP 4 – baLLrOOm iii
WOrKSHOP 5 – ritz carLtOn c
WOrKSHOP 6 – bOardrOOm b
WOrKSHOP 7 – mezzanine a
WOrKSHOP 8 – ritz carLtOn a
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4 Workshops Program
Workshop 1

Innovations in service delivery 
and performance management
Chair: Professor Graham Currie
Rapporteur: Rico Merkert
Location:  Ballroom I

This workshop covers new management tools and technologies available to both operators 
and regulators to improve customer service. It includes a discussion of Key Performance 
Indicators (KPIs) in contracts (including monitoring regimes) and consideration of perfor-
mance incentives for growing patronage, improving reliability, reducing overcrowding and 
improving other aspects of service quality.

Workshop 2

Effective institutional relationships, 
regulatory frameworks and contract 
transition strategies

Chair:  Wijnand Veeneman
Rapporteur:  Andrew Smith
Location: Ballroom II
 With simultaneous interpretation English–Spanish
 (traducción simultánea Inglés-Español)

This workshop will build on Workshop 5 from Thredbo 13, examining the roles and respon-
sibilities of government, operators (including infrastructure managers) and third parties 
focusing on improving institutional relationships. It will address how to develop and 
improve regulatory frameworks, including in cases with limited public sector institutional 
capacity. We welcome research on improving organizational capacity for both regulators 
and firms. This workshop will continue to review experiences with different models for 
public transport provision with a particular focus on those initiated by authorities. It will 
examine developments in contracting, licensing provisions, economic regulation and the 
role of incentives to encourage high quality provision. There has been growing interest 
in the transition costs of change at a variety of levels from regime change to the change 
of operators within a contracting regime. It is hoped that this workshop will provide new 
evidence on disruption costs and on how these costs might be reduced.
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Workshop 3

Sustainable funding sources, and related 
cost/benefit measurements, for public 
transport

Chair:  John Stanley
Rapporteur: Professor David Levinson
Location: Ritz Carlton B

The issue of paying for public transit is perennial. This workshop will focus on sustainable 
funding, both in the sense of funding that is reliable over time, and also that advances 
sustainability goals for transportation. We welcome papers that propose or evaluate new 
or refined methods to measure the costs and benefits of public transit and how these 
measures can be monetized to assist with system/service funding.

Workshop 4

Developing inter-modal 
transport systems
Chair:  Professor Stephen Ison
Rapporteur:  Lake Sagaris
Location: Ballroom III
 With simultaneous interpretation English–Spanish
 (traducción simultánea Inglés-Español)

Public transport systems have been slow to address the dilemmas inherent in making 
their systems comfortable, direct, reliable and door-to-door, all key characteristics of 
“automobility”, the socio-technological phenomenon they seek to replace. Yet the future 
of public transport requires truly intermodal systems, with appropriate land use decisions 
and seamless transfers between the mode appropriate for a specific traveller, trip type, 
purpose or distance. Intermodal transport requires planning public space to optimize walk-
ability and cycle-inclusion, which involves private bicycles, bikeshare, bicycle rickshaws, 
clean-running (usually electric or CNG) two- and three-wheelers, shared taxis and car 
sharing, in addition to traditional modes of public transit. It also requires different scales 
of governance and private operation, including micro and small businesses, cooperatives 
and other business models. Different owners and operators of specific modes can foster 
or limit the development and cooperation needed for multi-modal planning and intermodal 
service delivery. This workshop will examine the social, political, institutional, regulatory, 
and operational challenges to providing inter-modal transport. Is current thinking about 
“social sustainability” and transport sufficient? What are our definitions of “sustainability” 
missing, when it comes to scale, inclusion, health, resilience?
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Workshop 5

Harnessing big data

Chair:  Marcela Munizaga
Rapporteur:  Gabriel Sánchez-Martínez
Location: Ritz Carlton C

We are facing the new availability of multiple data sources, automatically generated as side 
products of the operation the public transport system (automatic fare collection, automatic 
vehicle location, automatic passenger counting) and also from technological devices 
external to the public transport system (mobile phone, private GPS, Bluetooth). These data 
sources can be used to help both agencies and operators better track performance and 
passenger behavior, and understand the market and needs of trip-makers. This workshop 
will cover both applications and challenges of using these large datasets offline and in real 
time in order to improve service. We also welcome papers addressing the regulatory and 
access issues of data and the relationship between open data and competition.

Workshop 6

Reassessing public operations

Chair:  Laurel Paget-Seekins
Rapporteur:  Professor Jackie Walters
Location: Boardroom B

This workshop will revisit the question of whether to contract or publicly operate urban 
transit services, particularly within the context of the transition to formalized services in 
developing cities. This transition generates a range of issues from operational challenges 
to institutional capacity and political obstacles that impact the decision and the outcome 
of the ownership of operations question. We hope to generate a body of research that will 
help decision-makers to make whether to contract or publicly operate a deliberate policy 
decision. We welcome papers that discuss the complexities of formalization and how they 
impact the ownership of operations question, and evaluations of existing contracted or 
publicly operated services.
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Workshop 8

The wider economic, 
social and environmental impacts 
of public transport investment

Chair:  Professor Corinne Mulley
Rapporteur:  Glen Weisbrod
Location:  Ritz Carlton A

This workshop will look at how countries (both developed and developing) now consider 
wider land use, social inclusion, environmental, and agglomeration issues and how these 
and the economic impacts of new infrastructure can be used to complement cost benefit 
decisions on public transport investment. On the one hand, developing countries are in 
many cases rapidly moving to a dominance of car-based passenger transport as a result 
of growing incomes and lack of collective transport alternatives. On the other hand, devel-
oped countries are now looking to reduce car dominance and increase the use of public 
transport and active transport as a measure to improve wellbeing and reduce greenhouse 
gas emissions. This workshop will seek to understand the broader context of these trends 
and their impact on externalities such as social inclusion, equity, housing, employment 
and the environment, as well as considering how these trends impact on the economy in 
question and on the decision as to what public transport investment regime to implement.

Workshop 7

Market initiative: regulatory design, 
implementation and performance
Chair: Professor John Preston
Rapporteur: Didier van de Velde
Location: Mezzanine A

This workshop will build on Workshop 4 from Thredbo 13, discussing the current functioning 
and regulatory options for regimes where autonomous market-initiative plays a role (i.e., 
initiatives that do not result from competitive tendering). This could be the main institutional 
feature (deregulated regime) but it could also be hybrid regimes where market-initiative 
constitutes a marginal or additional feature to market organised by contracting/tendering 
(e.g., complementary chain services with shared ride or shared vehicles, local community 
initiatives in addition to regular public transport, etc). The workshop will cover all modes 
(bus, coach and rail) and both local and long-distance markets. Case studies of both good 
and bad practices will be presented to enlighten this debate, addressing in particular: the 
issue of coordination between services (is it needed or not? does regulation lead to improved 
performance?), performance of hybrid regimes, issues of concentration and competition, 
regulatory skills required for success, and balance between regulatory guidance through 
prohibition and guidance through financial and other incentives.
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5 Biographies
1) pLENArY spEAkErs

andréS gómez-LObO
Chile’s Minister of Transports and Telecommunications. He was chief 
of staff of the Ministry of Transport between 2008 and 2010. As a 
consultant, Gómez-Lobo has advised public and private organizations 
on issues of infrastructure, natural resources, grants, public trans-
port and telecommunications, including the World Bank, National 
Economic Prosecutor, Civil Aeronautics Board and Ministry of Public 
Works. He has served as Academic Director of the Masters in Public 
Policy and Academic Director of the Diploma in Territorial Policies, 
Urban and Environmental Faculty of Economics, University of Chile.

micHèLe dix
Managing Director of Crossrail 2 (formerly Managing Director 
of Planning) of Transport for London and has been recognised 
with a CBE (Commander of the Order of the British Empire) in 
the Queen’s New Year’s Honours list for services to transport in 
London on 2015. (. She will give a plenary address on the last day 
of the conference. Michèle has led Transport for London’s strategic 
thinking on the future transport needs of London, testing and 
challenging solutions and providing clear direction on appropriate 
transport solutions for the future.

gLen WeiSbrOd
President of Economic Development Research Group, based in the 
US. He has worked for the past 37 years on economic impact and ben-
efit evaluation for a wide variety of transport, energy and economic 
development programs and projects. His work on this topic has 
spanned Japan, South Africa, India, Australia, Netherlands, Scotland, 
England, Canada and the US. He has also authored several guides 
pertaining to the measurement and implications of wider benefits 
and economic development impacts of infrastructure investments. 
Glen was formerly Chair of the Committee on Transportation and 
Economic Development of the US Transportation Research Board.
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2) rouNdtAbLE CoNtributors

HéctOr mOya martín

JeSúS PadiLLa zentenO

neiL SmitH

President of the Association of Urban Surface Transport 
Concessionaries will contribute to the operators’ roundtable on 
the first day of the conference. Hector has worked in the transport 
industry since 1975 including as CEO of Transportes Frigoríficos Moya 
Ltd and Director of METBUS. He has been a leader in Chile’s transport 
trade union movement serving at various times as President of the 
Confederation of Truck Owners of Chile, the Chilean Federation of 
Transport Unions, and CONAPYME.

President of CISA (BRT Operator in Ciudad de Mexico, Mexico) and 
President of the Mexican Association of Transport and Mobility, will 
contribute to the operators’ roundtable on the first day of the confer-
ence.  Jesús is also the Vice-President of the Latin American division 
of the International Association of Public Transport (UITP), an NGO 
with more than 90 years of experience dedicated to the exchange 
of information and best practices on transport and mobility policies 
between authorities and operators in Europe, Africa, Oceania, the 
Middle East and Latin America.

Neil Smith will contribute to the operator roundtable on the first day 
of the conference. Neil is the Director of Transit Systems, a 100% 
Australian owned family company, founded in 1995 to operate bus 
services in Perth, Western Australia. Transit Systems has grown to 
be one of Australia’s most successful public transport providers, 
and is now the largest operator of ‘franchised’ urban bus services 
in Australia and has Australia’s largest private fleet of passenger 
and vehicular ferries. Today, Transit Systems’ operations are divided 
across seven bus and ferry transport businesses operating in Western 
Australia, South Australia, Queensland, New South Wales and the 
Northern Territory. Transit Systems also operates in the UK and 
Singapore under its associated company Tower Transit.
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3) rouNdtAbLE: 
iNCLudiNg ALL stAkEhoLdErs

He is a veteran of union organization in the transport sector in 
Santiago’s public transport system, Transantiago. Drivers are on the 
frontline when it comes to customer relations and satisfaction, and 
hands-on knowledge about how systems are working and possible 
improvements, a source that is seldom tapped when planning 
sustainable transport improvements.

migUeL matUS

enriqUe mOntaLVa

LaUreL Paget-SeeKinS

He is vice-president of the civil society council for the La Florida 
municipality on the southside of Metropolitan Santiago. With exten-
sive experience as a local neighbourhood leader, he is now leading 
citizen involvement in these new instances, created by law to improve 
the interface between citizens and policymakers, in this case at a 
local municipality.

Laurel Paget-Seekins is the Director of Strategic Initiatives at the 
Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority. Laurel brings her 
experience in academia and as a community organizer to her new 
role trying to implement research based improvements to opera-
tions and policy at the 5th largest transit agency in the US. Prior to 
Boston, Laurel spent two years at the BRT Centre of Excellence in 
Santiago, Chile and is the co-editor of Restructuring Public Transport 
Through Bus Rapid Transit. Laurel has a Ph.D in Civil Engineering 
from the Georgia Institute of Technology.
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ChAirs ANd rApportEurs

ricO merKert

PrOfeSSOr StePHen iSOn

PrOfeSSOr daVid LeVinSOn 

Professor Currie is an international Public Transport research leader 
and policy advisor.  He has published more research papers in leading 
peer research journals in this field than any other researcher in the 
world.  He is founder of ‘World Transit Research’ (www.worldtransi-
tresearch.info)  a free site to aid industry access to world research.   
Professor Currie is Associate Editor of the research Journal 
Transportation and Vice Chair of the Light Rail Transit Systems 
Committee at the US Transportation Research Board.  He won the 
2012 William B Millar Prize for best paper in Public Transportation 
at the TRB conference; the largest in the world.

Stephen Ison is Professor of Transport Policy in the Transport Studies 
Group, School of Civil and Building Engineering, Loughborough 
University, UK. He has published widely in the area of transport 
economics and policy, is a member of the Scientific Committee of 
the World Conference of Transport Research, Editor of the Journal 
of Research in Transportation Business and Management [Elsevier], 
Book Series Editor of Transport and Sustainability [Emerald Group 
Publishing] and has edited, authored or co-authored 7 books.

Prof. David Levinson serves on the faculty of the Department of 
Civil, Environmental, and Geo- Engineering at the University of 
Minnesota and directs the Networks, Economics, and Urban Systems 
(NEXUS) research group. He holds the Richard P. Braun/CTS Chair 
in Transportation. Levinson has authored or edited several books 
including “The Transportation Experience” and “The End of Traffic 
and the Future of Transport”, as well as numerous peer reviewed 
articles. He is the editor of the Journal of Transport and Land Use.

Dr Rico Merkert is Senior Lecturer and Coordinator of the PhD 
Program (Progressions) at the Institute of Transport and Logistics 
Studies at The University of Sydney, Australia. Rico is Co-Editor 
of the Journal of Air Transport Management, a Fellow of The 
Higher Education Academy and an appointed member of two U.S. 
Transportation Research Board (TRB) standing Committees. He has 
been involved in a number of projects on benchmarking, transport 
economics, efficiency analysis, policy and management for a range 
of clients such as the European Commission, Transport for NSW, 
Volvo Foundation and a number of major ground transport and 
aviation companies.

PrOfeSSOr graHam cUrrie 
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PrOfeSSOr cOrinne mULLey
Professor Corinne Mulley is the founding Chair in Public Transport at 
the Institute of Transport and Logistics Studies (ITLS). As a transport 
economist she has researched and published at the interface of 
transport policy and economics, in particular on issues relating to 
public transport. Since taking up her post at ITLS in Sydney, Corinne 
has been involved with State government on the development of 
transport plans and other studies, the independent regulators, local 
government, community transport organisations and community 
groups.

marceLa mUnizaga
Marcela Munizaga is Associate Professor at Universidad de Chile. 
Specialist on transport demand modeling, predictive models and 
microeconomic analysis applied to private and public transport. 
In the last few years has leaded research on smartcard data and 
developed applications to obtain valuable information from auto-
matically generated databases, which have been transferred to 
practice and used for planning purposes. Has been advisor to the 
Chilean Minister of Transport, and participated as transport demand 
expert in consultancy projects and specialists panels. Currently is 
Co-Chair of the International Steering Committee for Travel Survey 
Conferences ISCTSC and Co-Editor of Ingeniería de Transporte 
(Spanish language journal).

Laurel Paget-Seekins is the Director of Strategic Initiatives at the 
Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority. Laurel brings her 
experience in academia and as a community organizer to her new 
role trying to implement research based improvements to opera-
tions and policy at the 5th largest transit agency in the US. Prior to 
Boston, Laurel spent two years at the BRT Centre of Excellence in 
Santiago, Chile and is the co-editor of Restructuring Public Transport 
Through Bus Rapid Transit. Laurel has a Ph.D in Civil Engineering 
from the Georgia Institute of Technology.

LaUreL Paget-SeeKinS
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LaKe SagariS

gabrieL SáncHez-martínez

John Preston is Professor of Rai Transport and Head of the 
Transportation Group at the University of Southampton.  He has over 
30 years of experience in transport research and education, having 
previously held posts at the Universities of Leeds and Oxford, and 
is an ever present at the Thredbo Conference series. His research 
in transport covers demand and cost modelling, regulatory studies, 
land-use and environment interactions and economic appraisal and 
evaluation. His initial work concentrated on rail but subsequent 
work has covered all the major modes of transport. He has held 
over 130 research grants and contracts, worth almost £10 million, 
and has published over 260 articles, book chapters, conference 
and working papers.

Lake Sagaris is an internationally recognized expert on cycle-inclu-
sive urban planning, civil society development, and participatory 
planning theory and practice. She began her working life in Chile 
in 1980, working as a freelance journalist for the London Times, 
Toronto Globe and Mail, Miami Herald, and other media. She holds a 
Master’s of Science (University of Toronto 2006) and a PhD in Urban 
Planning and Community Development (University of Toronto 2012). 
Her current work uses participatory action research methods and 
community-government partnerships to advance toward more 
sustainable transport, with a strong focus on social justice, inclu-
sion and resilience. These experiences have led to awards in Chile 
and abroad, and presentations in diverse venues in Latin America, 
Europe, Canada, and India.

Gabriel Sánchez-Martínez is a lecturer and research associate at 
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) with expertise 
in information technology applications for public transportation 
operations. His work integrates optimization, simulation modeling, 
and computational analysis of transit data. Gabriel teaches Public 
Transportation Systems. He is a National Science Foundation grad-
uate research fellow and an Eno fellow. He holds an MS and a PhD 
in Transportation from MIT and a BS in Civil Engineering from the 
University of Puerto Rico, Mayagüez.

PrOfeSSOr JOHn PreStOn
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andreW SmitH

JOHn StanLey

didier Van de VeLde

Andrew is a Senior Lecturer in Transport Regulation and Economics 
and Research Group Leader for the Economics and Discrete Choice 
Research Group at the Institute for Transport Studies, University of 
Leeds. He is a leading academic in the field of rail cost and efficiency 
modelling, infrastructure access pricing and marginal cost research, 
rail regulation and the impact of rail reforms on economic efficiency. 
He has led or is leading a wide range of rail cost modelling projects, 
funded by, for example, the European Commission, EPSRC, the British 
Office of Rail Regulation, and the UK Department for Transport. 
Andrew’s research also extends to efficiency and performance anal-
ysis in other sectors: Andrew is academic advisor on econometric 
benchmarking issues for OFWAT; and is currently undertaking an 
efficiency study on Community Hospitals funded by the National 
Institute for Health Research (NIHR). He also has a visiting research 
position at the Centre for Transport Studies in Stockholm.

Didier van de Velde is researcher at Delft University of Technology 
(Faculty of Technology, Policy and Management) and director of 
inno-V, a Dutch consultancy bureau specialized in public transport 
(policy, planning and competitive tendering). Didier is an expert 
on institutional reforms and competition in public transport and 
rail. He likes to analyse and bring structure in complex issues and 
developed the STO (strategic, tactical, operational) framework 
now widely used by PT researchers. He advised local, national and 
international authorities on reforms and contracting. His research 
interests also include railway unbundling and the economic effects 
of vertical separation in the railway sector.

John joined the Institute of Transport and Logistics Studies at 
University of Sydney in July 2008 as Adjunct Professor, after nine 
years as Executive Director of Bus Association Victoria and eight as 
Deputy Chair of Australia’s National Road Transport Commission. 
He is a member of the Ministerial Advisory Committee advising 
Victoria’s Minister for Planning on Melbourne’s Metropolitan Planning 
Strategy and is co-author of the book, An Introduction to Transport 
Policy. He is a member of the Thredbo International Organizing 
Committee and was awarded an Australian Centenary Medal for 
services to public transport and conservation.
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PrOfeSSOr WiJnand Veeneman

PrOfeSSOr JacKie WaLterS

gLen WeiSbrOd

WIjnand Veeneman is associate professor at Delft University of 
Technology. Togethers with his PhDs  he researches governance of 
infrastructure sectors, with a focus on public transport. He teaches 
governance for complex projects in Delft and at Shell. He is the 
Chair of the Dutch Advisory Committee on the Netherlands Institute 
of Government, and has been advising governments and opera-
tors on their relation in tendered and not tendered environments, 
in decision-making, development, construction, operation and 
evaluation phases. His current work includes advising the Dutch 
national parliament on complex rail projects, the European Union 
on financing sustainable transport, and Israel on restructuring their 
relation with their rail operation. He is involved in a European pro-
ject on developing a data platform for innovative travel integrated 
advice, obviously with a focus on governance. His recent academic 
interest focuses in the role of organisational conflict in governance.

Professor Walters is the Chair of the Department of Transport and 
Supply Chain Management at the  University of Johannesburg 
and the Director of the Institute of Transport and Logistics Studies 
(ITLS(Africa)), a research unit working in close collaboration with 
ITLS at the University of Sydney. His academic speciality includes 
public transport and aviation policy studies, as well as transport 
economics and logistics. He has been a specialist adviser to the 
Southern African Bus Operators Association since 1989 and partic-
ipates in a number of governmental committees related to trans-
portation matters.

President of Economic Development Research Group, based in the 
US. He has worked for the past 37 years on economic impact and ben-
efit evaluation for a wide variety of transport, energy and economic 
development programs and projects. His work on this topic has 
spanned Japan, South Africa, India, Australia, Netherlands, Scotland, 
England, Canada and the US. He has also authored several guides 
pertaining to the measurement and implications of wider benefits 
and economic development impacts of infrastructure investments. 
Glen was formerly Chair of the Committee on Transportation and 
Economic Development of the US Transportation Research Board.
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Michael Beesley Award7
Professor Michael Beesley was one of the most influential transport economists of his time. 
He was the co-founder (with Professor David Hensher) of the Thredbo conference series. 
In 2005 the conference series’ International Steering Committee established the Michael 
Beesley Award to pay tribute to his memory. The award recognises the best workshop paper 
presented at the conference by a person in the early stages of their career (first ten years). 
The person must be the primary author of the paper presented. The award is determined 
by the Michael Beesley Award Committee Chair (appointed by the Conference Chair) in 
consultation with all Workshop Chairs. The award recipient receives a trophy presented 
on the closing day of the conference at the conference dinner. Honourable mention may 
be made up to of two other authors who will receive certificates of recognition. All award 
recipients receive sponsored registration to the next conference in the series.
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Papers presented 
at Thredbo 14

8

Development of Swedish railway organisation and policy - status report from ongoing 
Government Committee review

Gunnar alexandersson
Workshop 7 | Location: Mezanine A

An innovative automatic certification tool for the assessment of Public Transport service 
performances indicators and the management of service contract

GiorGio ambrosino, brendan Finn and saverio Gini
Workshop 1 | Location: Ballroom I

Enabling intermodal urban transport through complementary services: from Flexible 
Mobility Services to the Shared Use Mobility Agency

GiorGio ambrosino, John d nelson and marco boero
Workshop 4 | Location: Ballroom III

A Big Bang in A Lazy Market: the Regulatory Reform of Finnish Bus Services in 2013-2014
Tero anTTila
Workshop 2 | Location: Ballroom II

BRT in Brazil: designing services in function of given infrastructure projects or designing 
infrastructure in function of established service quality patterns?

JoaQuim araGão, leandro silva, yaeKo yamashiTa and romulo orrico Filho
Workshop 6 | Location: Boardroom B

Modelling bus bunching using massive GPS and AFC data
JacQueline arriaGada, anTonio Gschwender and marcela muniZaGa
Workshop 5 | Location: Ritz-Carlton B

To contract or to operate publicly?  Observations from the bus service reform transition 
process in Malta.

Therese baJada and helena TiTheridGe
Workshop 6 | Location: Boardroom B

Towards a liberalised European rail transport: Analysis and modelling the impact of 
competition on productive efficiency.

emmanuel bouGna TchoFo and yves croZeT
Workshop 7 | Location: Mezanine A

The politics of public transport funding: the case of the subsidy act in Chile
Julio briones and owen bull
Workshop 3 | Location: Ritz-Carlton B

The impact on fare evasion of a credit-based fare system in Transantiago
chrisToPher bucKnell, Juan carlos muñoZ, aleJandro schmidT and maTias navarro
Workshop 3 | Location: Ritz-Carlton B

Improving the environmental performance of Airport Surface Access in the UK: 
the role of public transport.

lucy budd, sTePhen ison and Thomas budd
Workshop 4 | Location: Ballroom III

Using GPS data to identify buses skipping formal stops
owen bull and Juan herrera
Workshop 5 | Location: Ritz-Carlton B

Subjective criteria in procurement of public bus transports
carolina camén and helene lidesTam
Workshop 1 | Location: Ballroom I

Dominating factors contributing to the high(er) costs for public bus transports in Sweden
carolina camén and helene lidesTam
Workshop 6 | Location: Boardroom B

A decision support system for managing disruptions in tram systems
Paolo carnaGhi, oded caTs and wiJnand veeneman
Workshop 1 | Location: Ballroom I

tHiS LiSt WaS eLabOrated WitH tHe PaPerS receiVed UntiL 10 aUgUSt 2015
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Public Private Partnerships: Shared value creation, trust and control
demi chunG and david hensher
Workshop 3 | Location: Ritz-Carlton B

An overview of enhanced bus services in Australian cities: What has been tried, what has worked?
GeoFFrey T. cliFTon and corinne mulley
Workshop 1 | Location: Ballroom I

Mixed integer programming approach for scheduling evasion-control inspectors 
in an integrated public transport system

crisTián corTés, dieGo muñoZ, Pablo a rey, luis TruJillo and sebasTián valenZuela ramíreZ
Workshop 1 | Location: Ballroom I

Exploring Performance Outcomes and Regulator Contexts of Light Rail in Australia and the US
Graham currie and chris de GruyTer
Workshop 6 | Location: Boardroom B

Public transport’s reliability: the case of Santiago, Chile
consTanZa danes and Juan carlos muñoZ
Workshop 5 | Location: Ritz-Carlton B

Strategic partnership: a theory and evidence from suburban railway transport in Russia
andrei demenTiev
Workshop 2 | Location: Ballroom II

A Case Study of an Individual Route Ownership business regime for public transport service delivery
david emerson, corinne mulley and michiel bliemer
Workshop 7 | Location: Mezanine A

A theoretical analysis of business models for urban public transport systems, with 
comparative reference to the case of the Individual Line Ownership regime.

david emerson, corinne mulley and michiel bliemer
Workshop 7 | Location: Mezanine A

Accessibility and transit performance
alireZa ermaGun and david levinson
Workshop 3 | Location: Ritz-Carlton B

Appeals against public procurement processes: an empirical study of complainants’ 
arguments and court decisions

maKus Fellesson and carolina camén
Workshop 2 | Location: Ballroom II

Scheduled vs headway based operation: A hybrid approach
dieGo García and Juan carlos muñoZ
Workshop 1 | Location: Ballroom I

Real-Time Prediction of Bus Travel Speeds Using Traffic Shockwaves and Machine Learning Algorithms
ricardo Giesen, niKolas Julio and Pedro liZana
Workshop 5 | Location: Ritz-Carlton B

Using Increased Private Sector Involvement to Allow for Resource-Constrained Transit Growth
michael Gordon, FredericK salvucci and John aTTanucci
Workshop 6 | Location: Boardroom B

Using smart card and GPS data for policy and planning: the case of Transantiago
anTonio Gschwender, marcela muniZaGa and carolina simoneTTi
Workshop 5 | Location: Ritz-Carlton B

Predicting fare evasion in urban bus systems
Pablo Guarda, Juan de dios orTúZar, susan handy, PaTricia Galilea and Juan carlos muñoZ
Workshop 3 | Location: Ritz-Carlton B

New developement of intercity bus market in France : is it the comeback of the Road ?
laurenT Guihery
Workshop 7 | Location: Mezanine A

An early analytical contribution for regulation of road congestion -
olav hauGe, svein bråThen and harald hJelle
Workshop 3 | Location: Ritz-Carlton B

Big Data vs. Little Data?  Perspectives and Challenges for Public Transportation Agencies to 
Use ITS Data for Planning and Management

brendon hemily
Workshop 5 | Location: Ritz-Carlton B

Efficient Contracting and Incentive Agreements between Regulators and Public Transport Operators
david hensher and chinh ho
Workshop 2 | Location: Ballroom II
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A New Framework of Tasks and Roles for Public Transport Governance and a comparison 
between São Paulo and Amsterdam Metropolitan Regions – part 1”

Fabio hirschhorn and wiJnand veeneman
Workshop 2 | Location: Ballroom II

The mobility challenge for regional communities: approaches to delivering sustainable 
public transport in sparse populations

lauran hueFner
Workshop 6 | Location: Boardroom B

Transaction and transition costs during the deregulation of the Swedish Railway market
sTaFFan hulTen, Gunnar alexandersson and maTTs andersson
Workshop 7 | Location: Mezanine A

How much public? How much private? In search of the balance that benefits users
Gloria huTT and Pedro Pablo erraZuriZ
Workshop 2 | Location: Ballroom II

Obtaining a fair go for existing bus operators in a world of free trade
PeTer KavanaGh
Workshop 6 | Location: Boardroom B

Intercity Bus Deregulation in Germany – Intramodal and Intermodal Effects After Two Years
andreas Knorr and andreas lueG-arndT
Workshop 7 | Location: Mezanine A

When to provide express services for  buses?
homero larrain and Juan carlos muñoZ
Workshop 3 | Location: Ritz-Carlton B

Improving Bus Service Reliability: The Singapore Experience
waiyan leonG and Karen Goh
Workshop 1 | Location: Ballroom I

Better, Quicker, Together: piloting a mobile crowdsourcing approach to real-time sensing of 
transit service quality and customer satisfaction

corinna li, Kalan vishwanaTh, ZhenGQuan Qin, FanG Zhao, chrisToPher ZeGras and Jinhua Zhao
Workshop 1 | Location: Ballroom I

Effective speed in a big city of Brazil: Computing the best modal to invest
Jessica lima and maria leonor maia
Workshop 8 | Location: Ritz-Carlton A

Transforming bus transit in Brasilia: from conventional bus lines to a BRT integrated system
luis anTonio lindau, crisTina albuQuerQue, maGdala arioli and daniela Facchini
Workshop 6 | Location: Boardroom B

From planning to implementation: the successful case of Belo Horizonte’s bus massive 
transit network

luis anTonio lindau, daniela Facchini, nivea oPPermann, brenda medeiros Pereira, 
ariadne amanda barbosa samios and Guillermo PeTZhold
Workshop 4 | Location: Ballroom III

Mega Events and the Transformation of Rio de Janeiro into a Mass-Transit City
luis anTonio lindau, Guillermo PeTZhold, virGinia Tavares and daniela Facchini
Workshop 4 | Location: Ballroom III

When is a bus lane warranted
Todd liTman
Workshop 1 | Location: Ballroom I

Comprehensive Evaluation of Completes Streets Policies; The Value of Designing Roads For 
Diverse Modes, Users and Activities

Todd liTman
Workshop 4 | Location: Ballroom III

Marginal cost-pricing in the Swedish transport sector - an efficient and sustainable way of 
funding urban public transport

anders lJunGberG
Workshop 3 | Location: Ritz-Carlton B

Predictors of Bus Operator Community Interaction
chrisToPher lowe
Workshop 8 | Location: Ritz-Carlton A

Disruption costs in Contract Transitions
david hensher, corinne mulley and chinh ho
Workshop 2 | Location: Ballroom II

Evaluating Public Transport Integration Scenarios
dario hidalGo and Juan m velásQueZ
Workshop 6 | Location: Boardroom B
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Never miss a crisis: reforming urban mobility systems in Portugal
rosario macario
Workshop 2 | Location: Ballroom II

Tuk-tuk, ‘a new kid on the block’ in Johannesburg: Impacts and performance
TaTenda mbara
Workshop 7 | Location: Mezanine A

The revenue potential and performance of BRT operations as part of larger transport systems
rico merKerT, corinne mulley and mahbubul haKim
Workshop 3 | Location: Ritz-Carlton B

Yardstick regulation and the operators’ productivity of railway industry in Japan
Jun miZuTani and muneKaTsu usami
Workshop 2 | Location: Ballroom II

Analysing Stakeholders at a procurement procedure for urban services: Study case of Brasilia
arTur morais, anísio dourado, JoaQuim araGão and yaeKo yamashiTa
Workshop 6 | Location: Boardroom B

Passenger Flows Management by a Valve on Subway Platform
Juan carlos muñoZ, arTuro didier and consTanZa silva díaZ
Workshop 1 | Location: Ballroom I

Urban Public Transport Mileage Cards: Analysis of Their Potential with Smart Card Data 
and and SP Survey

ToshiyuKi naKamura, nobuhiro uno, naTsumi naKamura, Jan-dirK schmöcKer and TaKenori iwamoTo
Workshop 5 | Location: Ritz-Carlton B

Super express services operated on urban highways: The opportunity of a new metropolitan 
transport mode

maTias navarro, Juan carlos muñoZ, chrisToPher bucKnell and aleJandro schmidT
Workshop 1 | Location: Ballroom I

Accessibility and equity indicators: approach for wider transport project assessment in Chile
marKus niehaus, PaTricia Galilea aranda and ricardo hurTubia
Workshop 8 | Location: Ritz-Carlton A

Understanding cyclist traffic behaviour: contrasting cycle-path designs in Santiago de Chile
marKus niehaus, naTan wainTrub, rodriGo veGa, carolina Peña and PaTricia Galilea
Workshop 4 | Location: Ballroom III

Cycle-path design standards: a qualitative characterisation approach for cyclist flow in Santiago
marKus niehaus, naTan wainTrub, rodriGo veGa, carolina Peña and PaTricia Galilea
Workshop 4 | Location: Ballroom III

Using Least Present Value of Revenue auctions for Public Transport Infrastructure: 
The governance value of the flexible CAPEX

maTheus oliveira, romulo orrico Filho and rosário macário
Workshop 3 | Location: Ritz-Carlton B

Are we planning investments to fail? Consequences of traffic forecast effects on PPP 
contracts: Portuguese and Brazilian cases

maTheus oliveira, Joana ribeiro and rosário macário
Workshop 3 | Location: Ritz-Carlton B

Towards multi-modal integrated mobility systems: Opportunities for Panama city and Barranquilla
adriana orTeGon and nicK Tyler
Workshop 4 | Location: Ballroom III

The publicness of public transport: the changing nature of public transport in Latin 
American cities

laurel PaGeT-seeKins and manuel Tironi
Workshop 6 | Location: Boardroom B

Impact of integrated developments on transfer time
di Pan, GeorGe sun and TeiK-soon looi
Workshop 5 | Location: Ritz-Carlton B

Guidelines for BRT Contracts
marisa Pedro and rosário macário
Workshop 2 | Location: Ballroom II

Designing a Pro-Poor Bus Fare Policy for the City of Johannesburg, South Africa
Pundy Pillay and lisa seFTel
Workshop 3 | Location: Ritz-Carlton B

Comparison of passengers’ behavior and aggregate demand levels on a subway system using 
origin-destination surveys and smartcard data

crisTobal Pineda, daniel schwarZ and esTeban Godoy
Workshop 5 | Location: Ritz-Carlton B
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Nudge, Nudge, Wink, Wink. Say no more. The impact of smarter choices on the use of active 
travel and public transport.

John PresTon, alan wonG and adrian hicKFord
Workshop 1 | Location: Ballroom I

Comparing Open and Closed BRT networks in medium-sized cities
Francisco ProbosTe, Juan carlos muñoZ and anTonio Gschwender
Workshop 1 | Location: Ballroom I

Transition to Government Contracting Model
Goh Puay san, swee alison, Joo hui low and wai yan leonG
Workshop 2 | Location: Ballroom II

Bike-Bus Intermodal Integration: The Why, the What and the How
laKe saGaris and anviTa arora
Workshop 4 | Location: Ballroom III

Evaluating progressive contractual arrangement in Japanese publicly-owned bus sector
hiroKi saKai
Workshop 2 | Location: Ballroom II

Optimal Allocation of Vehicles to Bus Routes Using Automatically Collected Data and 
Simulation Modeling

Gabriel sáncheZ-marTíneZ, haris n. KouTsoPoulos and niGel h.m. wilson
Workshop 5 | Location: Ritz-Carlton B

Increasing the speed: a case study from Santiago
aleJandro schmidT, Juan carlos munoZ, chrisToPher bucKnell, maTias navarro and carolina simoneTTi
Workshop 1 | Location: Ballroom I

Analysis of the relationship between the public transit fare structure and passenger 
behaviour using a smart card data

hiroshi shimamoTo and aTsushi Kondo
Workshop 5 | Location: Ritz-Carlton B

The impact of economic regulation on the efficiency of European railway systems
andrew smiTh, valerio benedeTTo and chris nash
Workshop 2 | Location: Ballroom II

Effects of Diversification Strategies on the Investment of Railway Business: The Case of 
Private Railway Companies in Japan

yeon-JunG sonG and Kenichi shoJi
Workshop 7 | Location: Mezanine A

Funding opportunities for Australian urban public transport
John sTanley
Workshop 3 | Location: Ritz-Carlton B

CoAXs: interactive mapping for measuring and communicating transit’s accessibility 
impacts to support co-creative planning

anson sTewarT and P. chrisToPher ZeGras
Workshop 8 | Location: Ritz-Carlton A

Does outsourcing of tendering processes in public transit enhance technical efficiency?
hilde Johanne svendsen, arild herviK and James odecK
Workshop 2 | Location: Ballroom II

The Role of Local Transport in the Solution for the Problem of Limited Access to Shopping Facilities
yoshinori TaKahashi and hiroKi saKai
Workshop 1 | Location: Ballroom I

Estimation of a zonal origin-destination matrix from observed public transport trips 
for Santiago de Chile

sebasTián Tamblay, PaTricia Galilea and Juan carlos muñoZ
Workshop 5 | Location: Ritz-Carlton B

Estimation of travel time variability for public transport users in Santiago
aleJandro Tirachini and elsa durán
Workshop 1 | Location: Ballroom I

Assessing transport disadvantage and transit use through people’s knowledge, experience, 
and barriers to activities and modes

aleJandro Tudela, Juan anTonio carrasco and raul busTamanTe
Workshop 8 | Location: Ritz-Carlton A

Big Buses in a Small Country: The Prospects for Bus Services in Wales.
John PresTon
Workshop 7 | Location: Mezanine A

Deja Vu All Over Again? Rail Franchising in Britain.
John PresTon, simon blainey and aleJandro orTeGa
Workshop 2 | Location: Ballroom II
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Social capital and local public transportation in Japan
KiyohiTo uTsunomiya
Workshop 8 | Location: Ritz-Carlton A

Exploring crowdsoucing approaches to big data in Milton Keynes
alan-miGuel valdeZ and sTehPen PoTTer
Workshop 5 | Location: Ritz-Carlton B

Enjoying loyalty: The relationship between service quality, customer satisfaction, 
and behavioral intentions in public transit

dea van lieroP and ahmed el-Geneidy
Workshop 1 | Location: Ballroom I

Coordinative organizational mechanisms in railway operation and planning: a conceptual framework
wiJnand veeneman
Workshop 2 | Location: Ballroom II

Developments in Public Transport Governance in the Netherlands; Recent Developments
wiJnand veeneman and didier van de velde
Workshop 2 | Location: Ballroom II

Social, Environmental and Economic Benefits of Bus Rapid Transit
Juan m velásQueZ, robin KinG, aileen carriGan and dario hidalGo
Workshop 8 | Location: Ritz-Carlton A

Assessing the potential of bus rapid transit-led network restructuring for enhancing 
affordable access to employment – The case of Johannesburg’s Corridors of Freedom

chrisTo venTer
Workshop 8 | Location: Ritz-Carlton A

Identifying opportunities for bus service expansion using automatically collected data
cecilia viGGiano, haris n. KouTsoPoulos, John P. aTTanucci and niGel h.m. wilson
Workshop 5 | Location: Ritz-Carlton B

Cost efficiency in tendered Swedish bus contracts
andreas viGren
Workshop 2 | Location: Ballroom II

Demand and service impacts of competition for the market - Australian urban bus case studies
ian wallis
Workshop 6 | Location: Boardroom B

Are South African small bus operators ready to particpate in the formal public transport 
contracting system?

JacKie walTers and lesiba manamela
Workshop 6 | Location: Boardroom B

Preparation for implementing land value capture in Australia
shiQiao wanG
Workshop 3 | Location: Ritz-Carlton B

Recognising the complementary contributions of Cost Benefit Analysis and Economic 
Impact Analysis to an understanding of the worth of public transport investment:
 A Case Study of Bus Rapid Transit in Sydney, Australia

Glen weisbrod, david hensher and corinne mulley
Workshop 8 | Location: Ritz-Carlton A

From production to service: novel ways of contracting public transport services in Sweden
anders wreTsTrand and hans danielson
Workshop 7 | Location: Mezanine A

Deregulation in the Brazilian Interstate Coach Transport: A new perspective?
yaeKo yamashiTa, JoaQuim araGao, romulo orrico and crisTiano almeida
Workshop 7 | Location: Mezanine A

The impact of alternative governance forms of regional public transport on transaction costs. 
Case evidence from Germany and Switzerland

PhiliPP weGelin and widar von arx
Workshop 2 | Location: Ballroom II








